August 17, 2020

The Honorable Gavin Newsom
Governor of California
State Capitol
Sacramento, CA 95814
Dear Governor Newsom:
The California Cannabis Industry Association (CCIA) is pleased to present you with a list of
comprehensive recommendations aimed at improving the State’s licensing and regulatory
framework for cannabis. These recommendations are also being shared with the State’s
cannabis licensing authorities - the Bureau of Cannabis Control, the California Department of
Food and Agriculture, and the California Department of Public Health - as well as the
California State Legislature and the California Cannabis Advisory Committee.
The recommendations are the product of several months of discussions with CCIA’s Board of
Directors, including critical input from CCIA’s seven policy committees and over 400 members.
The recommendations also incorporate a number regulatory reforms prepared by the
International Cannabis Farmers Association (ICFA), which were presented to your
Administration in April.
As the State continues to pursue solutions to addressing the COVID-19 pandemic and economic
recession, our recommendations were carefully developed with the goal of minimizing state
revenue impact. They were also prioritized and evaluated using the following criteria:
1. Does the proposed change enhance employee and public safety?
2. Does the proposed change increase efficiency and/or cut costs for existing licensees?
3. Does the proposed change reduce barriers to entry and/or improve access to legal
cannabis?
The report includes two tax proposals to provide short-term certainty for the industry and
establish a new cannabis tax category. They are followed by recommendations for consolidation
as the State continues the development of its plan to merge the three cannabis licensing
authorities into a single Department of Cannabis Control. In this section, we highlight several
key areas we believe need refinement, which will reduce administrative costs and improve the
overall efficiency of the licensing system. Additional sections focus on standalone issues
affecting various parts of the cannabis supply chain, including prohibitions on premise sharing
and other licensing restrictions, issues with testing standardization, and METRC challenges. We

believe these recommendations will improve the State’s cannabis framework by reducing
excessively high operational costs for licensees and barriers to entry for those operators seeking
to participate in the legal cannabis marketplace.
We hope you will give thoughtful consideration to these recommendations. We look forward to
working collaboratively with you and your Administration to advance key policy objectives
that support a thriving legal cannabis industry while protecting the health and safety of our
consumers, patients, and employees.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Respectfully,

LINDSAY ROBINSON
Executive Director
CC:

Members, California State Legislature
Nicole Elliott, Senior Advisor on Cannabis, Governor’s Office of Business and Economic
Development
Stuart Thompson, Chief Deputy Legislative Affairs Secretary, Governor Gavin Newsom
Lourdes M. Castro Ramírez, Secretary, Business, Consumer Services and Housing
Agency
Lori Ajax, Chief, Bureau of Cannabis Control
Rachael O'Brien, Deputy Secretary of Legislative Affairs, Department of Food and
Agriculture
Richard Parrott, Director, CalCannabis Cultivation Licensing Division, Department of
Food and Agriculture
Monica Wagoner, Office of Legislative and Governmental Affairs, Department of Public
Health
Miren Klein, Assistant Deputy Director, Center for Environmental Health, Department
of Public Health
Rasha Salama, Assistant Branch Chief, Manufactured Cannabis Safety Branch,
Department of Public Health
Jeff Ferro, Committee Chair, Cannabis Advisory Committee, Bureau of Cannabis
Control
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TAX REFORM
1.

CANNABIS TAX RATE ADJUSTMENTS

Existing law authorizes the California Department of Tax and Fee Administration (CDTFA) to
biannually adjust the mark-up rate for purposes of calculating the State excise tax on cannabis.
Existing law also requires the CDTFA to annually adjust the cultivation tax rate for inflation.
Concern: California’s legal cannabis industry has faced considerable challenges since the
regulatory framework for cannabis took effect, including a lack of access to capital, regulatory
burdens, competition with a much larger unlicensed market, and high taxes. While these
institutional challenges pre-date COVID-19, this pandemic has transformed them into
existential obstacles. Simply put, the legal industry cannot sustain another tax increase.
Recommendation: Temporarily suspend the CDTFA’s authority to increase the wholesale
mark-up rate for purposes of calculating the excise tax and the inflation rate for the cultivation
tax.
2.

TAX CATEGORY FOR BIOMASS

The CDTFA currently offers two tax rates for dry cannabis material, which are adjusted
annually for inflation, as follows:
Effective Date

Cannabis Flower

Cannabis Leaves/Trim

January 1, 2018-December 31,
2019

$9.25 per dry-weight ounce

$2.75 per dry-weight ounce

January 1, 2020-Present

$9.65 per dry-weight ounce

$2.87 per dry-weight ounce

Concern: What is not contemplated when developing these tax rates, is the high demand for
lower quality dry flower material, such as smalls or littles, 1 and untrimmed flower. These
byproducts are often sold to manufacturers in the biomass market for extraction into cannabis
oil or for use in cannabis pre-rolls.
This material is valued at an average of $500 a pound, and when taxed at a dry flower rate, is
subject to a 33% tax rate. When faced with two options: a) either calculate dry material as
flower at the higher tax rate, or b) grind the flower and sell it as leaves or trim, license holders
may opt for the lower and more feasible tax rate.
Recommendation: Establish a new plant material category for 'dry biomass' that allows low
quality dry flower and untrimmed dry flower to be sold for extraction, infusion, and/or to make
pre-rolls, and tax this category at the same rate as trim.

1

ICFA, Grading and Sorting Rubric & Guidance Doc, 2018, Small & Littles: Inflorescence that are smaller than a dime […], pages 5
& 6.
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AGENCY CONSOLIDATION
The Governor’s January Budget Proposal for the 2020-21 fiscal year included a plan to
consolidate the three cannabis licensing authorities, the California Department of Food and
Agriculture (CDFA), California Department of Public Health (CDPH), and the Bureau of
Cannabis Control (BCC) into a single Department of Cannabis Control. The Governor’s May
Revise postponed this effort until the 2021-22 fiscal year as a result of the pandemic.
As the Administration continues to develop its consolidation plan, we encourage the
incorporation of strategies that ensure consistency, improve efficiency, and, most importantly,
reduce costs. Additionally, faced with current economic uncertainties, regulatory and agency
delays, and sporadic closures of local and state offices, we are concerned that local jurisdictions
and licensees could be significantly challenged in meeting upcoming statutory timelines. To
alleviate financial stresses on the legal cannabis industry, protect against unnecessary lapses in
licensure, and further the shared goals of reducing barriers to entry, we offer the following
comments and recommendations.
3.

CANNABIS APPELLATIONS PROGRAM

Existing law requires the CDFA to establish the State’s Cannabis Appellations Program by
January 1, 2021. The CDFA released its proposed regulations for the program in February,
initiating a 45-day public comment period, which concluded on May 6, 2020.
Concern: The draft regulations propose a structure that is advantageous to applicants who file
first. This could encourage a “rush to file” once the Cannabis Appellations Program is
implemented. Faced with ongoing economic challenges, the current unforeseen economic
downturn, and a lack of access to capital, there is concern that California’s legacy farmers will
be unable to raise the funds - currently estimated at $68,920 2 - to develop a cannabis appellation
or to be designated with a cannabis appellation, by January 1, 2021.
These combined factors have the potential to create an unfair advantage for well-capitalized
businesses to file first, setting the parameters for the development of cannabis appellation
regions without input from, or the consensus of, the State’s legacy farmers.
Recommendation: Extend the implementation date of the State’s Cannabis Appellations
Program for one year, so that the program takes effect on January 1, 2022. This will preserve the
integrity of the program by ensuring adequate public engagement by all interested parties,
including legacy cannabis farmers that may otherwise be precluded from receiving a cannabis
appellation designation.
4.

CEQA AND PROVISIONAL LICENSES

Both state and local jurisdictions are required to develop a Programmatic Environmental Impact
Report (PEIR) to proceed with providing a pathway to the licensing and permitting of new
cannabis businesses.

2

Cannabis Appellations Program Regulations, Economic and Fiscal Impact Analysis, Table 9. CAO Regulation Costs per
Appellation, page 24.
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In addition to meeting CEQA compliance, applicants seeking a cultivation license must also
comply with environmental programs set forth by the California Department of Fish and
Wildlife (DFW), and the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB). The timelines and
expense associated with achieving compliance with multiple state agencies is significant.
Concern: Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, agency field inspections and public meetings have
been temporarily suspended and/or delayed. The seasonal timing of such delays threatens to
shorten the approved environmental “work season” available to applicants who are required to
conduct land-use upgrades to achieve compliance.
Additionally, local jurisdictions have experienced delays impacting the agendas and timing of
city councils and county supervisors. Such delays challenge local jurisdictions engaged in
achieving CEQA compliance and may postpone the development and adoption of PEIRs.
We have significant concerns that the provisional licensing program will sunset before local
jurisdictions, agencies, and applicants can achieve full CEQA compliance.
Recommendation: Extend the existing timelines associated with the provisional licensing
program. This will allow local jurisdictions the ability to move forward with discretionary
permits as compliance with these programs is achieved. At the same time, it will allow
additional time for provisional license holders to operate legally while working with their local
jurisdictions on meeting the requirements outlined by the PEIR. Lastly, it will ensure the State
does not experience a backlog or loss in licensing, as experienced in the first quarter of 2019.
5.

DUPLICATIVE CULTIVATION APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS

Applicants seeking a cultivation license are required to obtain and submit a Lake and
Streambed Alteration Agreement (LSAA) or notice of exemption from DFW, as well as a permit
or notice of exemption from SWRCB, as a condition of receiving a State cultivation license.
The process associated with obtaining an LSAA requires extensive mapping and agency
inspection of all roads, culverts, and waterways on properties where cultivation will be
occurring. All water sources, water storage containers, water distribution systems, and reasons
for water use must be identified, mapped, and inspected by the SWRCB for the applicant to
obtain a permit under the SWRCB program. These permits, or exemptions from permits, must
be submitted to CDFA as part of the license application process. CDFA also requires all
application materials produced to achieve compliance with the DFW and SWRCB programs be
kept on the licensed premises and made available for inspection upon request.
Existing law requires cultivation applicants to remap all DFW and SWRCB features on the
premises and property diagrams as a condition of licensure by CDFA. Existing law also clarifies
that the features to be remapped include those related to the cannabis operations as well as
those that have no relationship to the cannabis operations.
Concern: These mapping requirements are not only expensive and duplicative for the
applicant, but costly for CDFA as the licensing review team must verify features that extend
beyond the scope of the applicant’s cannabis operation(s).
Recommendation: Reduce the expense associated with licensing, both for the applicant and the
licensing authority, by allowing CDFA to eliminate duplicative environmental requirements
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that are not directly related to the commercial cannabis operation. This recommendation is also
a core priority for the International Cannabis Farmers Association, which circulated
recommended language as part of its comprehensive report presented to the Administration in
April 3.
6.

DEFINITIONS AND COMMONLY USED TERMS

Each of the three licensing authorities have issued permanent regulations that include
definitions pertaining to each authority's scope of licensure. Additionally, the state mandated
track and trace provider METRC has developed a list of its own strictly defined terms.
Concern: In some instances, the three licensing authorities define and use basic operating terms
in a different manner or interchangeably. In some cases, commonly used operational terms, are
left undefined. This creates confusion for applicants and licensees whose activities are regulated
by multiple licensing authorities. Adding to the confusion, METRC terminology often differs in
meaning from that of the licensing authorities.
Recommendation: Align definitions and the commonly used operational terms when
regulating and tracking licensees, establish definitions for commonly used terms not yet
defined, and apply definitions established by a single authority to all licensing authorities
including METRC where appropriate.
a. Commonly used terms requiring consistency.
i.
Applicant - Owner - Person;
ii.
Employee - Direct Employee - Contractor;
iii.
Designated Responsible Party - Primary Contact - Delegated Contact;
iv.
Unique Identifier (UID) - Batch Number - Harvest Batch - Cannabis Goods Batch;
v.
Nonmanufactured Cannabis Product - Harvest Batch; and
vi.
Leaf - Shake – Trim
b. Terms that need to be uniformly defined.
i.
Cannabis Goods Batch;
ii.
Package;
iii.
Bud, Leaf, Shake, and/or Trim 4; and
iv.
Limited Access Area.
7.

ORALLY-CONSUMED PRODUCTS CONTAINING ALCOHOL

Both the BCC and CDPH play roles in regulating orally-consumed products that contain
alcohol. The CDPH regulates the manufacturing, packaging, and labeling of the product, while
the BCC regulates the final form testing of the product.
CDPH regulations allow products that contain more than 0.5 percent alcohol by volume as an
ingredient, such as tinctures and sublingual sprays, to be packaged in a container no larger than

3

ICFA, Response to the Governor’s 2020-2021 Fiscal Year Budget Proposal, pages 8 & 9.
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None of these terms are defined, yet bud is used interchangeably to refer to cannabis flower. Leaf, shake, and trim are used
interchangeably by the licensing authorities and METRC.
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two (2) fluid ounces so long as the package “...includes a calibrated dropper or other similar
device capable of accurately measuring servings. 5”
The BCC defines, “orally-consumed product containing alcohol,” [as] meaning a liquid solution
that contains more than 0.5 percent alcohol by volume as an ingredient, is not otherwise an
alcoholic beverage as defined in Business and Profession Code (BPC) § 23004, is packaged in a
container no larger than two (2) fluid ounces, and includes a capped calibrated dropper capable
of accurately measuring servings. 6
Concern: The BCC definition for “orally-consumed product[s] containing alcohol” does not
currently include language allowing the packaged product to include a device capable of
accurately measuring servings, and instead solely references the inclusion of a “...capped
calibrated dropper capable of accurately measuring servings.” As such, manufacturers of orallyconsumed products containing alcohol are required to include a calibrated dropper cap in
products final form packaging simply to obtain access to laboratory testing. The inclusion of a
calibrated dropper in products that already include a device capable of accurately measuring
servings, just to ensure legal testing, is expensive for manufacturers.
Recommendation: Align the BCC’s definition of orally-consumed product containing alcohol
with the definition found in CDPH regulations.
8.

CLARIFICATION OF NONMANUFACTURED PRODUCTS

The CDFA, defines nonmanufactured products to include flower, shake, leaf, pre-rolls, and
kief 7. However, shake, leaf, and kief, are not currently referenced in the CDPH labeling
requirements 8, nor are they clearly referenced in the BCC testing requirements 9.
Concern: Shake, leaf, and kief are byproducts of processing activities and prior to regulations,
enjoyed a significant customer base, due to their affordability. The ability to use these
nonmanufactured byproducts would support the diversification of nonmanufactured product
lines and allow licensees to use all aspects of the harvest plant materials beyond just packaged
flower and pre-rolls.
Recommendation: Establish a clear pathway for the testing, labeling, and sale of final form leaf,
shake, and kief nonmanufactured products.
9.

COMMON APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS

Each of the licensing authorities have established different protocols for applicants to fulfill
common requirements, including, but not limited to, ownership and financial interest
disclosure, as well as Live Scan, lease agreement, and modification requirements.

5

CDPH Permanent Regulations, SUBCHAPTER 4. PRODUCTS, Article 1. Cannabis Product Standards, § 40308. Orally-Consumed
Products Containing Alcohol.

6

BCC Permanent Regulations, Chapter 6. Testing Laboratories., Article 1. Chapter Definitions., § 5700. Definitions., (uu).

7 CDFA Permanent Regulations, Article 1. Definitions, § 8000. Definitions., (v).
8

CDPH Permanent Regulations, SUBCHAPTER 5. LABELING AND PACKAGING REQUIREMENTS, Article 2. Labeling
Requirements, § 40404. Labeling requirements: Pre-rolls and Packaged Flower.

9

BCC Permanent Regulations, Article 3. Sampling Cannabis and Cannabis Products., § 5708 Cannabis Product Batch and Pre-roll
Sampling.
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Concern: These variations in processes are duplicative and time consuming for applicants and
licensees. For instance, Live Scans are required by each licensing authority. Additionally,
process variations create confusion for applicants seeking licensure and for licensees who must
navigate the renewal process and ongoing compliance requirements.
Recommendation: Streamline and standardize all common application requirements,
including, but not limited to the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
10.

Owner declaration form,
Final financial interest form,
Landowner consent form,
Modification form and filing process,
Live Scan requirement and form,
Lease agreement requirements and review process, and
License renewal process and late processing fees.
COMMON LICENSING PLATFORM

Applicants and licensees, working with the different licensing authorities, must navigate three
very different application and licensing portals, requiring, among other things, the user to
establish a different account for each licensing authority. Each of these portals appears and
functions differently, with some providing ongoing access to uploaded documents, and others
barring access to previously uploaded materials.
Concern: The variations amongst the licensing platforms creates confusion and increases the
amount of time associated with applying for, and maintaining compliance with, multiple
licensing authorities and regulatory agencies.
Recommendation: Establish a single online application, permit, licensing, and compliance
technology platform for cannabis licensing. This single platform should also be utilized by other
agencies, as appropriate, including, but not limited to the:
a. California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW),
b. State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB),
c. California Department of Tax and Fee Administration (CDTFA), and
d. Local jurisdictions to support standing-up and operating local permitting programs.
Implementing this recommendation will reduce confusion and compliance costs for applicants
and licensees. It will also bolster efforts to address unlicensed activities, save significant time,
and provide cost saving opportunities to local jurisdictions, local and state agencies, law
enforcement, and the public when attempting to discern between licensed and unlicensed
cannabis businesses and cannabis goods.
11.

OWNERSHIP TRANSFERS

Each licensing authority outlines a process for a licensed cannabis business to transfer
ownership. As part of that process, and in order for the business to remain active, at least one
owner must remain on the license under the new ownership structure while the appropriate
licensing authority reviews the qualifications of the new owner(s) to determine eligibility.
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A licensed business is prohibited from maintaining operations in instances where all existing
owners transfer their ownership interest, until such time as a new license application is
submitted, approved, and the license fee is paid. Additionally, licensed businesses needing or
wishing to change the entities’ structure, such as from a limited liability company to a
corporation, are required to cease operation until a new application is filed and approved, even
if there is no change in ownership.
Concern: While we recognize the need to ensure that owners meet eligibility requirements to
receive a license, as outlined in existing law, the approval process is often lengthy and
cumbersome. Licensees simply cannot afford to close down while a new application is
reviewed.
There are also liability concerns for existing licensees attempting to acquire distressed licensed
cannabis businesses that may not have the ability to meet their financial obligations while the
ownership transfer is pending.
Recommendation:
a. Establish an expedited process for existing cannabis licensees that acquire other licensed
cannabis businesses.
b. Allow cannabis businesses to remain operational while new owners are evaluated.
12.

DEFINING AND MODIFYING LICENSED PREMISES

Common amongst the three licensing authorities is a requirement that licensees disclose in their
premises diagram, which operational activities will occur, and where such activities will occur
within the licensed premises. Examples include identifying where processing and/or packaging
will occur or where infusion versus extraction will occur.
For a licensee to change where an activity will occur, he/she must file a modification of the
premises, even if the change of activity does not require a physical modification, or is
temporary.
Concern: In a post COVID-19 world, licensees need flexibility to re-work operations and
premises layouts to incorporate physical distancing and other safety measures not
contemplated when the premises was initially mapped for licensure. As licensees adjust to the
operational changes associated with physical distancing and other safety protocols, flexibility is
crucial to the efficiency of operations and the safety of employees.
Additionally, time is of the essence, and requirements such as obtaining prior approval to move
operational activities to a different location in the premises are burdensome, challenge
operational efficiency, and undermine the health and safety of workers.
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Recommendation:
a. Eliminate the requirement for advance approval of modifications in relationship to the
specific location on the premises where an operational activity may occur. This will
allow licensees to utilize the full capacity of the licensed premises and simplify and
streamline the implementation of necessary health and safety requirements associated
with COVID-19 pandemic response.
b. Adjust the modification process for substantial physical changes to the premises, such as
those that require a local building permit, to instead require disclosure of the
modification within 15 days of completing the change.
13.

CULTIVATION LICENSE PRICING SYSTEM

CalCannabis cultivation licenses are tiered in cost, based on the assumed production rate
associated with each license type. License types are differentiated by the method of cultivation
used to flower the mature plant canopy, the square footage of mature plant canopy area, and
the number of harvests each method might achieve.
In developing the pricing structure for cultivation licenses, CalCannabis assumes that each
license holder will harvest the maximum square footage allowed under the license type, and
will achieve the prescribed number of harvests assumed for each license type.
However, many cultivators are limited by local land use restrictions and CEQA compliance
which prohibits them from expanding their cultivation sites, essentially eliminating their ability
to cultivate the maximum square footage allowed under their state license. Furthermore,
cultivators consistently report an inability to achieve the number of harvests assumed for their
license type 10.
Concern: The current pricing structure significantly increases the cost of licensing for
cultivators who cannot legally cultivate the full square footage offered by state licensure, and/or
cannot achieve the number of harvests assumed by CalCannabis. At the same time, this
structure provides tremendous cost savings to cultivators who can exceed the number of
assumed harvests associated with their license type, essentially establishing an inequitable
license pricing structure.
Recommendation: Reassess and restructure the pricing system for cultivation licenses and
create a system that ensures cultivators pay for what they cultivate, instead of what they might
cultivate. This will result in tremendous cost savings to the agricultural sector of the supply
chain and establish a tiered pricing system that will more equitably address the on-ramping of
Type 5 licenses in 2023, should they be authorized 11.

10

ICFA, Response to the Governor’s 2020-2021 Fiscal Year Budget Proposal, pages 12 & 13.

11

ICFA, Response to the Governor’s 2020-2021 Fiscal Year Budget Proposal, page 13.
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14.

CDPH AND BCC LICENSE PRICING SYSTEM

Commercial cannabis licenses are valid for a period of 12-months. Licensees may apply to
renew the license no earlier than sixty (60) days before the license is set to expire. It commonly
takes the licensing authority thirty (30) to sixty (60) days to process the renewal. Both the BCC
and CDPH offer a tiered licensing fee structure based on the annual gross revenue of the
applicant or licensee.
New applicants are allowed to estimate the anticipated annual gross revenue when applying for
a license. Licensees, however, are required to provide proof of annual gross revenue for the
previous 12-months when applying to renew a license. To assist applicants and licensees with
this process, the CDPH offers detailed regulations outlining exactly what should be included in
the annual gross revenue calculation. The BCC regulations do not include such guidance.
To verify annual gross revenue, both licensing authorities require licensees to furnish evidence
of CDTFA tax returns for the previous 12-months. Both authorities prohibit reimbursement of
application and licensing fees.
Furthermore, the BCC reserves the right to assess a penalty of up to 50 percent of the cost of the
proper licensing fee should an applicant or licensee underestimate the gross revenue of the
business.
Concern: Both the BCC and CDPH accept applications and issue licenses on a rolling basis.
Licensees, however, remit tax payments to the CDTFA on a quarterly basis. This timeline
discrepancy creates challenges for some first-year licensees during the renewal process, as they
may be unable to furnish the full 12-months of tax payment documentation.
The BCC does not provide guidance regarding how to calculate annual gross revenue. For
entities with a BCC license as well as other licenses, this lack of clarification has led to an
inability for BCC reviewers to determine the annual gross revenue associated with only the
license subject to renewal. Instead, the BCC takes into consideration the entirety of an entity’s
annual gross revenue, often subjecting the licensee to a higher licensing tier than appropriate for
that particular license.
There are numerous reasons an applicant or licensee might overestimate annual gross receipts,
or see a loss in annual gross revenue over the course of a licensed year. Yet neither licensing
authority provides a pathway for reimbursement, or credit, in instances when the applicant or
licensee fails to meet the minimum annual gross revenue projected for the 12-month license
period. Additionally, subjecting licensees to a 50 percent penalty without providing a pathway
for scaling down or scaling up further exacerbates the economic challenges facing legal
cannabis businesses.
Recommendation: Align the license fee structure to reduce the economic burden on applicants
and licensees, and streamline the application and license renewal process, as follows:
a. Clarify that local tax audit records and/or internal track and trace records are acceptable
substitutes for verification of CDTFA quarterly tax returns.
b. Consider only the annual gross revenue associated with the license subject to renewal,
and not the revenue generated by the business entity that holds the license.
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c. Provide a mechanism whereby no penalty is assessed to those licensees who
underestimate their gross revenue. Instead, permit the licensee to remit payment upon
notification of the need to scale up a license tier.
d. Develop a mechanism for those who overestimate annual gross receipts and need to
scale down a license tier to “bank” the difference and provide a credit to be applied
when the license is renewed in the subsequent 12-months.
15.

DELIVERY CASE LIMIT THRESHOLD

BCC regulations specify that a delivery employee cannot carry more than $5,000 worth of
cannabis goods at any given time 12.
Concern: The initial version of the permanent regulations for cannabis set the delivery case
limit at $10,000. The permanent regulations, adopted in January 2019, reduced the case limit to
$5,000 in response to concerns that the larger amount would impact public safety. To date, no
data supports this claim. To the contrary, data shows delivery to be a safe and consistent
mechanism for patients and consumers to buy legal cannabis.
In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the cannabis industry has seen a significant increase in
demand for delivery in every region of the state -- especially among seniors and vulnerable
individuals.
Recommendation: Increase cannabis delivery case limits from $5,000 to $10,000 in retail value.
This will protect consumers by increasing access to safe, legal cannabis goods via delivery,
rather than forcing them to risk their health by leaving home or buying from the unlicensed
market.
The increased value threshold will also protect cannabis employees by reducing exposure
opportunities to other employees. Lastly, increasing the value threshold will encourage
licensees to expand their service delivery areas to cannabis deserts, where access to legal
cannabis is severely limited.
16.

CURBSIDE PICKUP

BCC regulations currently restrict a retail licensee from conducting any sales outside of the
licensed retail premises 13. In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, licensed cannabis retailers
have been subject to restrictions on how many customers may be inside the retail location at any
given time.
Concern: To ensure that patients and consumers continue to have adequate access to legal
cannabis goods, and to reduce the risk to essential employees, many licensed retailers now offer
curbside pickup services. However, not every retail location has a suitable area within the
licensed premises to accommodate this activity. To assist with this emerging need, the BCC
authorizes curbside pickups for 30 days at a time. However, as COVID-19 continues to have
long-standing impacts on public health, requiring licensees to continually request a 30-day

12

BCC Permanent Regulations, Chapter 3. RETAILERS., § 5418. Cannabis Goods Carried During Delivery.

13

BCC Permanent Regulations, Chapter 1. ALL BUREAU LICENSEES, Article 3. Licensing., § 5025. Premises.
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extension from the BCC has become increasingly onerous, for both the licensee and the
licensing authority.
Recommendation: Establish a regulation that permanently allows curbside pickup. This will
eliminate licensees having to continually request a 30-day extension and reduce staff hours
devoted to evaluating and authorizing this extension by the licensing authority.
17.

DRIVE-THRU WINDOWS

BCC regulations initially allowed, and then limited, drive-in or drive-thru windows to only
those licensees who received local approval prior to June 1, 2018.
Concern: As described above in item 15. DELIVERY CASE LIMIT THRESHOLD, licensees
should be given the flexibility to implement measures that reduce potential exposure to
COVID-19.
Recommendation: Remove the current limitations on drive-thru windows, and instead allow
drive thru windows, and drive-in or drive-thru sales, upon approval from the local jurisdiction.
18.

TRANSPORTATION VEHICLE REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS

The BCC currently regulates the transportation of cannabis and cannabis goods by licensed
distributors. The regulations require that the licensed distributor be the registered owner of
each vehicle and trailer used to transport cannabis and/or cannabis goods 14.
Concern: This requirement prohibits licensed distributors from using a rented, or otherwise
temporary vehicle, even if that vehicle meets all other requirements. Additionally, this
requirement, when applied to transport only self-distribution licenses, can pose significant
challenges to small business owners who need to use a personal vehicle, not owned by the
business entity, to transport cannabis and cannabis goods.
Recommendation: Provide a pathway that allows licensed distributors to use rented vehicles
or vehicles not owned by the licensee, so long as all other vehicle and driver requirements
(caging, locks, GPS, alarm, driver age, etc.) are met. Additionally, exempt transport only selfdistribution licensees from this requirement.
19.

TRANSPORTATION VEHICLE REQUIREMENTS

BCC regulations require all cannabis and cannabis goods to be locked in a fully enclosed box,
container, or cage that is secured to the inside of the vehicle or trailer. The regulations further
provide that no portion of the enclosed box, container, or cage shall be comprised of any part of
the body of the vehicle or trailer 15.
Concern: Installing separate and distinct enclosed boxes is extremely expensive for licensees
and does not enhance the safety of the driver or security of the products.

14

BCC Permanent Regulations, Chapter 2. DISTRIBUTORS., § 5312. Required Transport Vehicle Information.

15

BCC Permanent Regulations, Chapter 2. DISTRIBUTORS., § 5311. Requirements for the Transportation of Cannabis Goods., and
Chapter 3. RETAILERS., § 5417, Delivery Vehicle Requirements.
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Recommendation: Modify this requirement to only require that a locked cage or similar safety
feature be installed in vehicles where licensees and their employees access cannabis or cannabis
products.
20.

TRADE SAMPLES

The BPC currently prohibits licensees from giving away any amount of cannabis, cannabis
products, or cannabis accessories, as part of a business promotion or other commercial
activity 16.
Concern: In cannabis, there is no substitute for sensory analysis when trying to determine the
quality of a cannabis product. As such, business to business (B2B) and business to employee
(B2E) trade samples are routinely provided to enhance product knowledge and encourage sales.
Trade samples are especially important for small and emerging businesses trying to break into
the market, and for retailers seeking a better understanding of the cannabis goods they are
selling.
However, due to the restrictions set forth in the BPC, licensees must remit both the cultivation
and excise tax on all trade samples, as well as charge a fee for each trade sample distributed. In
turn, this restriction makes offering trade samples an expensive endeavor for licensees.
Recommendation:
a. Authorize licensees to designate cannabis or cannabis products as a trade sample at any
time while the cannabis or cannabis product is in the possession of the licensee,
provided it has received a Certificate of Analysis from a licensed testing laboratory.
b. Maintain the prohibition in existing law that the distribution of trade samples to
customers is prohibited.
c. Authorize the BCC to establish a limit on the quantity of cannabis and cannabis goods
designated by a licensee as trade samples.
d. Exempt trade samples from all state and local taxes including excise taxes, cultivation
taxes, sales and use taxes, and taxes on gross receipts from the sale, storage, use, or other
consumption of cannabis or a cannabis good.

16

Business and Professions Code, CHAPTER 15. Advertising and Marketing Restrictions, § 26153.
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LICENSING RESTRICTIONS
21.

CONTIGUOUS PREMISES AND PREMISES SHARING RESTRICTIONS

Existing law requires the operating premises of each licensed activity to be a single, fully
adjoined contiguous area, and only occupied by one licensee 17 with limited exceptions.
The application for each licensed activity must:
•
•

Include a detailed map of the licensed premises, also known as a premises diagram,
where said activities are proposed to take place; and
Clearly label, within the licensed premises, where key operational activities will occur.

Each licensing authority oversees different types of licensed activities, as follows:
●
●
●

CDFA oversees nursery, cultivation, and processing licenses;
CDPH oversees manufacturing licenses; and
BCC oversees distribution, retail, microbusiness, and laboratory testing licenses.

Each of these licensing authorities have implemented a slightly different interpretation of what
qualifies as a contiguous premises and, in most instances, prohibit a licensee from consolidating
certain identical operational activities on the same premises. Examples include the following:
●

●
●

●

The CDFA allows a cultivation licensee, who holds multiple contiguous cultivation
licenses, to share pesticide storage areas, and secured waste, and/or secured compost
areas. However, these same cultivation licensees are prohibited from sharing a
propagation area, or processing area in the same manner.
The BCC and CDPH do not allow a licensee holding multiple BCC licenses or multiple
CDPH licenses the ability to share secured waste, and/or secured compost areas.
Licensees holding multiple licenses issued by different licensing authorities are
prohibited from sharing any areas of the licensed premises, even if the licensee is
authorized to conduct the same operational activities associated with the licenses that
entity holds.
The CDFA and the CDPH created new license types in the regulations that were not
previously established and defined in statute. While the BCC recognizes CDPH’s new
shared manufacturing license as a qualifier for a microbusiness license, it does not
recognize the processing license established by CDFA as a qualifier. 18

Concern: The stringent interpretation of contiguous premises, combined with the inconsistent
and fragmented nature of licensing, forces licensees to obtain multiple licenses and establish
separate premises for each. This dramatically increases compliance and operational costs for
licensees. Additionally, the fragmented nature of licensing exacerbates the already complicated
issues associated with premises usage for licensees managing facilities that are regulated by
multiple licensing authorities.

17

Business and Professions Code, CHAPTER 1. General Provisions and Definitions, § 26001.

18 BCC Permanent Regulations, Chapter 4: MICROBUSINESS., § 5500. Microbusiness.,(a)
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Recommendation:
a. Permit cultivation licensees, with more than one cultivation license, to share propagation
and processing areas without dividing these areas into separate premises, and without
requiring the purchase of additional licenses, so long as the shared propagation and/or
processing area(s) are not providing services, seeds, or propagated plant material to
other licensees.
b. Permit licensees with multiple licenses, issued by the various licensing authorities, to
share areas to conduct common authorized activities.
22.

CANNABIS PROCESSING ACTIVITIES

The CDFA is responsible for regulating post-harvest activities which include the drying, curing,
grading, sorting, trimming, and packaging of nonmanufactured products. The term
nonmanufactured products refers to packaged flower and pre-rolls that may include flower,
leaf, and/or kief. Currently, cultivators, processors, manufacturers, and distributors may also
qualify to create nonmanufactured products.
However, the licensing authorities only allow licensed cultivators and processors to engage in
the drying, curing, and trimming of cannabis flower. Furthermore, processing is not currently a
recognized qualifying activity, nor is it an allowed activity, for microbusiness licensees.
As mentioned in the previous section 19, licensees holding multiple cultivation licenses are
required to either establish a separate processing area for each of the cultivation licenses, or
must obtain a central processing license to manage the drying, curing, and trimming of the
post-harvest material. At the same time, licensed cultivators may be locally prohibited from, or
may choose not to, establish a processing area. This essentially creates a significant need for
processing services amongst licensed cultivators.
Concern: While it may appear that there is ample access to licensed processing services, many
of the processing licenses issued to date are associated with licensees holding multiple
cultivation licenses. This does not guarantee that processing services are available to cultivators
in that community.
At the same time, the incredible limitations placed on which licensee can conduct processing
activities may deter interested parties from obtaining yet another license to provide these much
needed services. The cost associated with the license, in addition to the cost of establishing a
new and independent premises, can easily become prohibitive.
Recommendation: Expand the ability for license holders to provide processing services to
licensed cultivators.
a. Permit licensed manufacturing facilities to process cannabis, including drying, curing,
and trimming activities, without also obtaining a processing license.
b. Permit licensed distribution facilities to process cannabis, including drying, curing, and
trimming activities, without also obtaining a processing license.

19 CCIA; 2020 Regulatory Document, 21. CONTIGUOUS PREMISES AND PREMISES SHARING RESTRICTIONS, pages 16 & 17.
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c. Permit processing to be a recognized activity that establishes eligibility for a
microbusiness.
23.

OUTDOOR AND MIXED-LIGHT TIER 1 LICENSE TYPES

Per CDFA’s regulations, outdoor cultivation licensees are prohibited from conducting light
deprivation 20 activities while mixed-light cultivators are prohibited from cultivating cannabis
without the use of light deprivation and/or supplemental lighting in the mature flower area.
Concern: The current prohibition on light deprivation by outdoor license holders, coupled with
the requirement for light deprivation by mixed-light tier 1 license holders (when lighting is not
used in the flower area), has forced numerous cultivators to obtain multiple cultivation licenses
to achieve compliance, which can greatly increase the cost associated with operating a legal
cultivation facility 21.
Recommendation: Per the ICFA recommendations 22, amend the definitions for the outdoor and
mixed-light tier 1 license type to allow light deprivation in the outdoor license type, and to
allow full-term cultivation in the mixed-light tier 1 license type without the use of artificial
lighting.

20

Light deprivation is a well-established farming technique used by farmers to force flower crops, which in turn allows the farmer
the ability to schedule when the crop will be harvested. Farmers, using light deprivation techniques, manually shorten the natural
daylight hours by covering the crop in a material that does not allow natural sunlight to reach the crop. Light deprivation triggers
the crop to flower by mimicking the shortening of natural daylight hours, which is the mechanism that tells cannabis that the
growing season is coming to an end and it’s time to produce flowers.

21 ICFA; Response to the Governor’s 2020-2021 Fiscal Year Budget Proposal; b. Proposed Amendments to CDFA Regulations,
§ 8000., page 11.
22

ICFA; Response to the Governor’s 2020-2021 Fiscal Year Budget Proposal; b. Proposed Amendments to CDFA Regulations,
§ 8000., pages 11 & 12.
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TESTING STANDARDS AND CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS (COA)
24.

TESTING STANDARDS

All cannabis and cannabis products sold in California must be tested by a licensed cannabis
testing laboratory. Testing requirements serve to determine cannabinoid levels and other
important chemical information, and ensures there are no pesticides, foreign materials, or other
contaminants of concern in the cannabis good.
Concern: There is a lack of uniformity in regulations concerning how to test for various
pesticides and other contaminants in cannabis. For instance, the regulations assign action levels
for testing certain compounds and contaminants. However, Category 1 pesticides do not have
such action levels, making it difficult for laboratories to uniformly test the cannabis batches.
Instead, testing laboratories evaluate Category 1 pesticides based on a detect/non-detect
standard, which is often determined based on the sophistication of the testing equipment or
subjectively by the laboratory technician. In light of last fall’s VAPI crisis, it is imperative that
the State ensure its cannabis testing standards are uniformly applied.
Recommendation: Establish specific action levels for all compounds and contaminants that are
required to be tested under law, including Category 1 pesticides. This will lead to greater
standardization and less variation among licensed testing labs.
25.

PRE-ROLL WEIGHT VARIANCE

Pre-rolls are primarily made of ground flower. The ground material is not always perfectly
sealed into the rolling paper and during development and subsequent storage, small amounts
of the ground material may escape the rolling paper. Additionally, the ground materials may be
subject to changes in moisture level, particularly moisture loss.
Concern: Pre-roll products are mainly one (1) gram each or smaller, and a 3 percent variance of
one (1) gram or less is both too small to be practically produced in volume and too small to
matter to the consumer. Requiring pre-rolls to be within 3 percent of stated weight is far too
narrow a tolerance to achieve, and is impractical to enforce.
Recommendation: Adjust the weight variance associated with pre-rolls, of any size, to allow
for a 10 percent variance of the individual weight presented on the package.
26.

DISTRIBUTOR TO DISTRIBUTOR TRANSFERS OF BULK FLOWER AND
TRIM

Distributors are currently allowed to transact and transport bulk flower and bulk leaf material
prior to COA testing. Distributors are additionally allowed to develop final form nonmanufactured products including packaged flower and pre-rolls.
Testing the incoming bulk material in fifty (50) pound increments creates a significant cost
savings to distributors, and provides reassurance that the material is of suitable quality for
developing a packaged flower product and conducting future transactions. However, once a
COA is applied to a batch of bulk flower or leaf material, the distributor is prohibited from
transferring any portion of the bulk material to another distributor, unless the bulk material has
been packaged into a final form product.
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Concern: R&D testing and COA testing are expensive endeavors. The application of either
R&D testing or COA testing is an industry standard to verify the quality of bulk flower and/or
leaf material before it is moved forward in the supply chain. By prohibiting the ability of the
distributor to transact COA tested bulk material, the licensing authority unnecessarily restricts
the distributor’s ability to sell a portion of the tested material should the opportunity arise. This
forces distributors to either conduct multiple tests on a single fifty (50) pound batch of bulk
material, or to risk the possibility of over packaging and overstocking perishable products.
Recommendation: Update the testing regulations to allow the transaction of COA tested bulk
flower, and or leaf material, so long as the receiving distributor obtains a new COA test in
accordance with all applicable state and local regulations.
27.

PRINTED COA DURING THE TRANSPORT OF CANNABIS

BCC regulations require that a copy of the COA accompany cannabis goods during
transportation and be provided to the licensee receiving the cannabis goods 23.
Concern: Printed COAs are an enormous expense and are unnecessary, particularly as
licensees already have access to COAs in METRC. For example, a distributor may fill
approximately one hundred (100) orders per day, each containing forty (40) individual SKUs,
resulting in the printing of four thousand (4,000) COAs per day. Assuming each COA is two
pages, that amounts to three million pages per year. Moreover, most retailers order weekly,
which means that a distributor is often providing the same COA for the same batch multiple
times.
Recommendation: Eliminate the requirement that licensed distributors provide licensed
retailers with a printed copy of the COA.

23

BCC Permanent Regulations, Chapter 2. DISTRIBUTORS., § 5306. Laboratory Testing Results.
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CALIFORNIA TRACK AND TRACE PROGRAM
All licensees are required to participate in California’s Track and Trace Program provided by
METRC. As mentioned earlier in this document 24, METRC has established a set of terms and
definitions that do not always match common terms and definitions utilized by the licensing
authorities. For licensees inputting data into the METRC platform, such variations in terms and
definitions cause confusion. In some instances, the requirements set forth by METRC add
additional regulatory requirements not established by the licensing authorities that dictate the
operational processes of a licensee.
The challenges associated with METRC and the platform’s impact on operational activities are
many, and to properly articulate the range of challenges, CCIA is working on a
recommendation document specific to METRC. However, the following two METRC issues
merit highlighting as they have been expressed by our membership to be of high priority and
are relevant to all license types.
28.

PRODUCT TRANSFER DURING LOSS OF CONNECTIVITY WITH METRC

Licensees are prohibited from transporting, receiving, or delivering cannabis goods during a
loss of connectivity with the METRC track and trace system.
Concern: Loss of connectivity could occur for any number of legitimate and unforeseen
circumstances, including the recently instituted Public Safety Power Shutoffs by PG&E and any
technical difficulty METRC may experience.
Recommendation: To ensure economic activity is not halted during a technological failure
resulting in the loss of connectivity with METRC, licensing authorities should develop a
regulation to prepare for this inevitability, in lieu of prohibiting the transportation of consumer
goods for the duration of the failure.
29.

METRC PACKAGE TAGS

To meet the State’s compliance requirements, a licensee must integrate into the track and trace
system managed by METRC. This includes using plant and package tags, which licensees must
order through METRC. The cost of each licensee's METRC tags is calculated into the price of the
license tier.
Concern: The current process for allocating METRC package tags is inefficient and requires the
State to determine how many package tags a licensee may access, as the licensing authorities
currently pay for the package tags through funds collected by license fees. As such, some
licensees have reported operational challenges related to an inability to obtain the number of
package tags necessary for operations.
Recommendation: Modify the existing process for licensees to obtain plant and package tags in
a manner that better takes into account the operational decisions of that licensee.

24

CCIA, 2020 Regulatory Document, 5. DEFINITIONS AND COMMONLY USED TERMS, pages 7.
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